
 

 

JOINT LINCOLN RESTORATION COMMITTEE AND  
SOUTHWESTERN CROWN COLLABORATIVE MEETING AND FIELD TRIP 

MEETING NOTES 
Thursday, June 16, 2016 

10 AM to 3 PM 
 

Location:  Lincoln Ranger District Office, Lincoln, Montana 

Attending: Greg Munther (MT Backcountry Anglers-Hunters), Karyn Good (TWS), Kira Powell 
(USFS), Wesley Sarmento (USFS), Karen Laitala (Blackfoot Challenge/Powell County), Bill Cyr 
(Lincoln Restoration Committee), Michael Stansberry (USFS), Brent Anderson (citizen), Jerry 
Cain (citizen), Adam Switalski (InRoads Consulting), Gary Burnett (BC), Bill Avey (USFS), Roger 
Marshall (citizen), Rachel Feigley (USFS), Nick Oscheneek (USFS), Sandy Mack (USFS), Cory Davis 
(UM and SWCC), Jordan Reeves (TWS), Luke Shimer (USFS). 

 
Welcome and Introductions 
 
Upper Blackfoot Working Group: a collaborative spin-off of the Lincoln Restoration Committee 
focused on topic of legislation around forest management, wilderness, and recreation in Lincoln 
watersheds. Also includes the topics of community economic development, weed 
management, and outdoor education.  
 
Base Camp group: part of Upper Blackfoot WG. Meet every 6 weeks to discuss economics and 
education. Some focuses are outdoor education and ideas to get tourists to stay when passing 
through. They have reenergized an outdoor club that includes a cross-country ski club for 
students. Starting small by trying to get ski equipment to fit all kids and using the Sculpture Park 
area. Getting some grants to help. Considering planning mountain bike and ATV rides. Working 
on connecting trails to town creating a trails map for Lincoln area. Created brochure on Alice 
Creek Historic District. Establishing a Community River Park near Stemple Pass for better river 
access. Bill A: should connect with MT Discovery Center for outdoor education. MTFWP also 
interested in helping. 
 
Blackfoot Pathways: Sculpture Park across from Forest Service Office. Been going for 2 years 
and have received works from international artists. Inspired by local landscape and 
communities. Most recognizable is old Delaney Teepee Burner. Getting a new sculpture this fall. 
Also use for education programs. The land is a DNRC easement to schools with an annual 
license. Adjacent 5 acres is Forest Service and working with them to help expand.  
 
Blackfoot Travel Plan (Non-Winter): Lots of community involvement in plan focused around 
roads and trails. Aquatics considerations are a big part of it as well. Complex environment with 
lots of diversity. Waiting on comments from USFWS. Pushing hard to finalize. Will have an 
implementation plan with priorities. There are no new appropriated dollars to implement so 
must use existing funds. Need to work with partners on setting priorities. Adam will be helping 
to monitor weeds, vegetation, soils, and wildlife habitat from restoration (decommissioning) 
actions through SWCC monitoring program. Will eventually complete report and make 



 

 

recommendations on approaches to road management. Need to address issue of access for fire 
management. 
 
Blackfoot Swan Landscape Restoration Project (BSLRP): Project initiated to take a landscape 
approach to management in the SW Crown. It was also initiated to help provide some NEPA 
efficiency by combining several different upcoming projects into one planning process. The two 
main objectives are: 1) manage for aquatic and terrestrial diversity in the face of climate change 
and 2) reduce uncharacteristic wildfire. Want landscape resilience from both the quantity and 
spatial distribution of habitats. We live in a fire-prone landscape and this project will include 
both prescribed fire and management to allow wildfires to run their own course, where 
appropriate - “creating habitat for fire.” May include forest plan amendments. Fire in riparian 
areas has been brought up many times as important. 

 Comments: would be good if fire schools included more fire ecology and not just 
suppression. Communities also need more fire management education. Maybe take 
school kids and community members to burn areas to discuss how and why the fire was 
managed or burned. 

 
Dalton Mountain area: in coordination with the BSLRP, a small project may be initiated, perhaps 
through Farm Bill tools, in this area.  
 
Montana Forest Collaborative’s Network: currently being established with new charter and 
objectives. Gary and others will help keep us informed. 
 
Lolo Restoration Committee: creating a NEPA dashboard to provide guidelines on when and 
how the committee should engage in projects. Will likely test on an upcoming smaller project. 
Other collaboratives, and the USFS WO, will be interested in seeing it. Lolo NF hiring a part-time 
Restoration Coordinator through the Blackfoot Challenge to help coordinate implementation of 
the Marshall Woods Project. Coordinator will work with restoration committee, public, and Tim 
Love of MFCN. 
 
Contracted NEPA: we briefly discussed a potential project on the Swan Lake District where the 
NEPA work may be contracted out locally. There was lots of support for trying this approach. 
There was a Regional review of contracted NEPA recently that should be reviewed for 
recommendations and issues. 
 
LRC next meeting: none planned, will wait for release of projects. 
SWCC next meeting: August field trip in Seeley. Cory will work with Rachel to arrange. 
 
Stonewall Vegetation Project: we discussed the goals of the project and the objections process. 
Draft BA released and waiting for final EIS and ROD, following new objections process. There 
were healthy discussions around the project during the objections process. Consensus was 
reached on some topics, though maybe not all. 
 
Field trip to Stonewall Vegetation Project: though it rained, we visited two sites and had good 
discussions.   


